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With padded covers, simple images, and an amazing range of novelty textures, Baby Touch and

Feel books capture the attention of the very youngest children, and create an experience they'll

want to repeat again and again. Let's go see the animals! Teach your baby all about adorable

animals and their fluffy ways.
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Grade Level: Preschool and up

This book is a standard touch and feel style book.Pros: bright photos of the animals and very cute.

The cover is sturdy and holds up to drool and grabbing hands.Cons: some of the "feel" images

aren't really up to quality. What kid wants to feel shiny paper? That's really not very sensory

because is texture is the same as the page, it's not any smoother or rougher.I like the DK publishing

style books better than this style.

Very nice book the pages are bright and most of the pictures have lots of soft fluffy fur we like the

baby pig and his soft skin. love the book is soft not hard board book.

I bought this book (one of many) because my 16 month old daughter loves the "touch & feel" books.

She loves to look at the animals and feel their soft fur or sticky toes. This book is very cute! Fast

shipping and book was received in perfect condition. No tears, no writing, nothing. I would do



business with this seller again and I recommend doing business with this seller. These books are

awesome!!! A+++++

Received this as a gift when my LO was 12 months and she has always showed some interest in

the textures. As soon as she turned 2, she become more interested in the words, and this book has

become a favorite! The Baby Touch and Feel Books are good for texture/sensory feel at a younger

age but they are EXCELLENT for vocabulary and learning at a later age because they have very

few words per page, which helps your child focus on learning one thing at a time and the bright

colors and fun textures help the child's attention. If your infant/young toddler doesn't take to this

book, hold onto it because it will be great for language skills.

My son loves these books, well he is 6 months old so he loves everything. I love these books

because they're short and sweet and have fun textures and nice images for the kids to enjoy. Nice

sensory book, we have several for our son.

just enough touch and feel pages, but my 10 month old is still getting used to this book... a good buy

and worth the money... she does love her more familiar touch and feel books... im sure she will love

this in time too

My 17mo old loves these books! They hold her interest and the pages are easy to turn for her little

hands. I would buy again!

I thought the book was lovely and would be interesting to read. I gave it to my grandson who

enjoyed "reading" it. It arrived promptly and was in good condition.
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